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Abstract
The transmutation operators were introduced by Delsarte and Lions to state relations between harmonic
analysis (generalized translation operators, generalized convolution, generalized Fourier transform and gener-
alized Paley–Wiener theorem) associated with two di&erential operators of the same order in the complex
domain. In this paper, we discuss the analogous problem for di&erential operators having di&erent orders.
More precisely, we consider a suitable class of di&erential operators Lz in the complex domain and from
harmonic analysis associated with Lz, we state the corresponding one associated with Lnz ; n being an arbitrary
positive integer. Our analysis is based on Ricci’s decomposition. Some particular cases are singled out.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let L1 and L2 be two di&erential operators in the complex domain. Assume that the harmonic
analysis associated with L1 (generalized Fourier transform, generalized Paley–Wiener theorem, gen-
eralized translation operators and generalized convolution) is known. A natural question arises: Is it
possible to deduce the harmonic analysis associated with L2 from the one associated with L1? For
the case where L1 and L2 are of the same order, Delsarte and Lions [4] introduced the transmutation
operators and treated this problem. As far as we know, the case where L1 and L2 are of di&erent
orders was not considered in the literature. In this paper, we attempt to treat this question where
L2 = Ln1; n being a positive integer.
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To study this case we need the Ricci decomposition:
Let H be the space of entire functions on C and n be an arbitrary positive integer. We have the
following decomposition [7]:
H=
n−1⊕
k=0
H[n;k] with H[n;k] = {f∈H | f = !knf};
where !n = exp(2i	=n) and  is the operator in H deGned by
f(z) = f(!nz) ∀z ∈C:
Every f belonging to H may be written under the form
f =
n−1∑
k=0
f[n;k] with f[n;k] =[n;k](f);
where
[n;k] =
1
n
n−1∑
‘=0
!−k‘n 
‘
is the projection operator of H onto H[n;k].
In this paper, we consider di&erential operators Lz in the complex domain such that Lnz commutates
with the projectors [n;k]; k=0; 1; : : : ; n−1. Using the projectors and the harmonic analysis associated
with Lz, we state the corresponding one associated with Lnz . Then, we apply the obtained results to
some homogeneous operators (see DeGnition 4.1 below).
2. Generalized Fourier transform and Paley–Wiener theorem
Assume that the spaceH is provided with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact
of C. Let H′ be the topological dual of H. The elements of H′ are called analytic functionals.
This space has the decomposition:
H′ =
n−1⊕
k=0
H′[n;k]; (2.1)
where H′[n;k] is the topological dual of H[n;k]; that is the set of analytic functionals S in H
′
satisfying
〈S; f〉= 0 ∀f∈H⊥[n;k] =
n−1⊕
j=0
j =k
H[n; j]:
For S ∈H′ and f∈H, we have
〈S; f〉=
n−1∑
k=0
〈S[n;k]; f[n;k]〉 and 〈′[n;k]S; f〉= 〈S;[n;k]f〉; (2.2)
where ′[n;k]; k ∈{0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}, are the projectors associated with decomposition (2.1).
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Denote by  the solution of the system
Lzy = y; ∈C;
y(0) = 1:
Let k ∈{0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}. Using the fact that Lnz commutates with the projector [n;k], one can easily
verify that the component ;n;k =[n;k]() of the function  is a solution of the system
Lnzy = 
ny; ∈C;
Djzy(0) = j;kck ; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1;
where j;k is the Kronocker symbol, and ck is a suitable constant.
Denition 2.1. The generalized Fourier transform F (resp. F[n;k]) associated with the di&erential
operator Lz (resp. Lnz) of an analytic functional S ∈H (resp. S ∈H′[n;k]) is deGned by the following
function in H (resp. H[n;k]):
F(S)() = 〈Sz;(z)〉; ∈C; S ∈H′
(resp: F[n;k](S)() = 〈Sz;;n;k(z)〉; ∈C; S ∈H′[n;k]):
The relations between the two transforms F[n;k] and F are given by the following:
Proposition 2.2. We have
(i) F[n;k](S) =F(S) ∀S ∈H′[n;k]:
(ii) F(S) =
n−1∑
k=0
F[n;k] ◦′[n;k](S) ∀S ∈H′:
Proof. (i) Let S ∈H′[n;k]. We have
F[n;k](S)() = 〈Sz;[n;k](z → (z))〉
= 〈′[n;k]Sz;(z)〉
= 〈Sz;(z)〉
=F(S)():
(ii) Let S ∈H′. We have
F(S)() = 〈Sz;(z)〉
=
n−1∑
k=0
〈′[n;k](S); [n;k](z → (z))〉
=
n−1∑
k=0
F[n;k](′[n;k](S))():
This result is used to state the following.
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Theorem 2.3 (Generalized Paley–Wiener Theorem). Let E =F(H′). Assume that E is provided
with a topology such that F is an isomorphism between the two topological vector spaces H′ and
E. Then, for every k ∈{0; 1; : : : ; n−1}, the generalized Fourier transform F[n;k] is an isomorphism
of topological vector spaces of H′[n;k] onto E[n;k] = E ∩H[n;k].
Proof. (a) Let S be an analytic functional in H′[n;k], by deGnition, F[n;k](S) is an entire function
belonging to H[n;k]. On the other hand, we have by the virtue of Proposition 2.2
F[n;k](S) =F(S):
So, F[n;k](S)∈E =F(H′) and, consequently, F[n;k](S)∈E[n;k] = E ∩H[n;k].
(b) Next, we prove that the transform F[n;k] is bijective.
Let g∈E[n;k]. Since g belongs to E and F is bijective, there exists a unique analytic functional
S in H′ such that
g() = 〈Sz;(z)〉:
The action of the projection operator on both sides; considered as functions of the variable ; of
this identity gives rise to the relation
g() = 〈Sz;;n;k(z)〉
since g∈H[n;k]. Then from (2.2) we deduce
g() = 〈′[n;k](S); [n;k](z → (z))〉
=F[n;k](′[n;k](S))()
which means that the transform F[n;k] is bijective.
(c) The bi-continuity of F[n;k] follows from Proposition 2.2 and the bi-continuity of the transform
F.
3. Generalized convolution
Let u; u∈C, be the generalized translation operator associated with the di&erential operator Lz.
We deGne u; u∈C; the generalized translation operator associated with Lnz in H[n;0] as follows:
uf(z) =[n;0]u ◦[n;0]z(uf)(z); f∈H[n;0]: (3.1)
One easily proves the following:
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the operators u; u∈C, satisfy the following properties:
(i) 0 = Id; zf(u) = uf(z)f∈H; uz = zu; uLz = Lzu.
(ii) We have the product formula: u(z) =(u)(z).
(iii) The function (z; u) = uf(z); f∈H; is a solution of the Cauchy problem:
Lu= Lz;
(z; 0) = f(z);
Djz(z; 0) = 0; j∈{1; 2; : : : ; n− 1}:
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Then the operators u; u∈C, have similar properties.
As example of translation operators satisfying such properties is given by the following.
Lemma 3.2 (Delsarte [3]). Let I be an open set of R or C containing zero. Denote by E the space
of functions on I and let L be an operator acting on E. Let  be a function on I ×C satisfying:
(i) Lx(x; s) = s(x; s).
(ii) (0; s) = 1.
(iii) For every 9xed x in I , the function s → (x; s) is analytic, we put (x; s) =∑∞k=0 ’k(x)sk .
Then the generalized translation operators TyL ; y∈ I , are de9ned formally by the generalized
Taylor series
TyL =
∞∑
k=0
’k(y)Lk
and satisfy the properties given by Proposition 3.1.
By transposition, we deGne the translated of an analytic functional S in H′[n;0] as
〈zS; f〉= 〈S; −zf〉 for all function f∈H[n;0]
and we state the following.
Proposition 3.3. Let S be an analytic functional in H′[n;0]. If we have the product formula
u;n;0(z) =;n;0(u);n;0(z);
then
F[n;0](zS)() =;n;0(−z)F[n;0](S)():
Proof.
F[n;0](zS)() = 〈(zS)u; ;n;0(u)〉
= 〈Su; −z;n;0(u)〉
= 〈Su;;n;0(u);n;0(−z)〉
=;n;0(−z)F[n;0](S)():
Denition 3.4. The generalized convolution associated with the operator Lz (resp. Lnz) of two analytic
functionals T and S in H′ (resp. H′[n;0]) is the analytic functional S ? T in H′ (resp. S × T in
H′[n;0]) deGned by
〈S ? T; f〉= 〈S$; 〈Tz; zf($)〉〉; f∈H
(resp: 〈S × T; f〉= 〈S$; 〈Tz; zf($)〉〉; f∈H[n;0]):
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Denition 3.5. The generalized convolution associated with the operator Lz (resp. Lnz) of an analytic
functional S in H′ (resp. H′[n;0]) and a function f in H (resp. H[n;0]) is the function deGned by
S ? f(z) = 〈S$; zf($)〉
(resp: S × f(z) = 〈S$; zf($)〉):
Some properties of these generalized convolutions are given by the following:
Proposition 3.6. Let S and T be two analytic functionals in H′[n;0] and f a function in H[n;0].
(i) We have:
〈S × T; f〉= 〈S ? T; f〉 and S × f =[n;0](S ? f):
(ii) If zf(u) = uf(z) and uz = zu then
T × (S × f) = (T × S)× f:
(iii) If we have the product formula u;n;0(z) =;n;0(u);n;0(z), then
F[n;0](S × T ) =F[n;0](S) ·F[n;0](T ):
Proof. (i)
〈S × T; f〉= 〈S$; 〈Tz; zf($)〉〉
= 〈S$; 〈Tz;[n;0]z ◦[n;0]$(zf)($)〉〉
= 〈S$; 〈′[n;0]zTz; [n;0]$(zf($))〉〉
= 〈S$;[n;0]$(〈Tz; zf($)〉)〉
= 〈′[n;0]$(S$); 〈Tz; zf($)〉〉
= 〈S$; 〈Tz; zf($)〉〉
= 〈S ? T; f〉:
S × f(z) = 〈S$; zf($)〉
= 〈S$;[n;0]z ◦[n;0]$(zf)($)〉
=[n;0]z(〈′[n;0]$S$; zf($)〉)
=[n;0]z(〈S$; zf($)〉)
= (S ? f)[n;0](z):
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(ii) For every ∈C, we have
T × (S × f)() = 〈T$; (S × f)($)〉
= 〈T$; $(S × f)()〉
= 〈T$; $〈Su; f(u)〉〉
= 〈T$; $〈Su; uf()〉〉
= 〈T$; 〈Su; $uf()〉〉
= 〈(T × S)u; f(u)〉
= (T × S)× f():
(iii) For every ∈C, we have
F[n;0](S × T )() = 〈(T × S)z; ;n;0(z)〉
= 〈Tz; 〈Su; u;n;0(z)〉〉
= 〈Tz; 〈Su;;n;0(u);n;0(z)〉〉
= 〈Tz;;n;0(z)〈Su;;n;0(u)〉〉
= 〈Tz; hn;0(z)〉 · 〈Su; hn;0(u)〉
=F[n;0](T )() ·F[n;0](S)():
4. Application: homogeneous operators
Denition 4.1. Let ’ be a linear mapping from H into H; ’ is called homogeneous of degree
‘; ‘∈Nn = {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}, if and only if
’(H[n;k]) ⊆H
[n;
˙︷︸︸︷
k+‘ ]
for all k ∈Nn;
where r˙; r ∈N, denotes the class of r modulo n.
Examples.
1. For each h∈Nn; [n;h] is homogeneous of degree 0.
2. The scaling operator S(; (∈C∗; deGned by
(S(f)(z) = f((z)
is homogeneous of degree 0.
3. The derivative operator Dz = d=dz is homogeneous of degree (n− 1).
4. Given a function g∈H[n;‘], by the mapping g, we mean the mapping deGned on H which results
from multiplication by g. This mapping is homogeneous of degree ‘.
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Notice that the composite of two homogeneous mappings of degree respectively ‘ and ‘′ is homo-
geneous of degree (‘ + ‘′).
It was shown in [2] that the projection operators [n;k] commutate with every homogeneous
mapping of degree 0. It follows then if ’ is homogeneous of degree ‘; ’n commutates with
[n;k]; k ∈Nn.
Next, we consider in the complex domain the di&erential operator:
L ≡ Dz
q∏
i=1
(zDz + (i); (i = −1;−2; : : : :
The solution of the system
Ly = y; ∈C
y(0) = 1
is given by
(z) = 0Fq


−
; z
(1 + 1; : : : ; (q + 1

 :
One can easily verify that L is homogeneous of degree n − 1. It follows then Ln commutates with
the projectors. Consequently, for Gxed k ∈Nn the solution of the system
Lny = ny; ∈C;
Djzy(0) = j;k
k
((1 + 1)k · · · ((q + 1)k ; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1
is given by [6,8]
;n;k(z) =[n;k]()(z) =
(z)k
((1 + 1)k · · · ((q + 1)kk!
0Fnq+n−1


−
;
(z)n
n(1+q)n
,∗(n; k + 1); ,(n; (1 + 1 + k); : : : ; ,(n; (q + 1 + k)

 ;
where
• (a)m is the Pochhammer symbol:
(a)m =
{
1 if m= 0;
a(a+ 1) · · · (a+ m− 1) if m= 1; 2; 3; : : : :
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• ,(n; ) is the set of n parameters:
,(n; ) =
{

n
;
+ 1
n
: : : ;
+ n− 1
n
}
; n∈N∗;
and ,∗(n; k + 1) = ,(n; k + 1) \ { nn}.
In this case, according to Lemma 3.2, we have
u = 0Fq


−
; uL
(1 + 1; : : : ; (q + 1


and
u = 0Fnq+n−1


−
;
(uL)n
n(1+q)n
,∗(n; 1); ,(n; (1 + 1); : : : ; ,(n; (q + 1)

 :
These two generalized translation operators satisfy the properties given by Proposition 3.1. So, it is
possible to obtain here the properties given by Propositions 3.3 and 3.6.
The particular case corresponding to L ≡ Dz was treated in [1]. For this case the eigenfunctions
are given by
;n;k = hn;k(z) =
∞∑
‘=0
(z)n‘+k
(n‘ + k)!
; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1;
where hn;k are the hyperbolic functions of order n and kth kind [5], and the generalized translation
operators are expressed by
uf(z) =
1
n
n−1∑
‘=0
f(z + !‘nu) ∀f∈H[n;0] ∀z ∈C:
The generalized Fourier–Borel transform associated with the di&erential operator Dnz of an analytic
functional S ∈H′[n;k] is the function in H[n;k] deGned by
F[n;k](S)() = 〈Sz; hn;k(z)〉; ∈C: (4.1)
For n= 1, we meet the classical Fourier–Borel transform F.
To state generalized Paley–Wiener theorem, we need the following space:
Let Exp(C) ≡ Exp be the space of entire functions on C of exponential type:
Exp =
⋃
R¿0
ExpR;
where
ExpR =
{
f∈H |N (f) = sup
∈C
|f()|e−R||¡+∞
}
:
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We have
Exp =
n−1⊕
k=0
Exp[n;k];
where
Exp[n;k] = Exp ∩H[n;k] =
⋃
R¿0
Exp[n;k];R
with
Exp[n;k];R = ExpR ∩H[n;k]:
The space Exp[n;k];R provided with the norm N (f) is a Banach space. We provide the space Exp[n;k]
with the inductive limit topology.
According to Theorem 2.3 and [9, Theorem 9.2, p. 475], we deduce
Theorem 4.1 (Generalized Paley–Wiener Theorem). For every k ∈{0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}, the generalized
Fourier–Borel transform F[n;k], de9ned by (4.1), is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces
of H′[n;k] onto Exp[n;k].
5. Concluding remarks
Remark 5.1. In this work, we derive the harmonic analysis associated with the di&erential operator
Dnz in the complex domain where the subspace H[n;0] is considered as a generalization of the
subspace of even functions. Notice that this analysis is di&erent from the Trim(eche one considered
in [10] where the author generalized the even functions by the elements of the set
{f∈H |Dn‘−1f(0) = 0; ∀‘∈N∗};
that is; using the notations of this paper; the subspace H⊥[n;n−1].
The use of this harmonic analysis and a transmutation operator of a given nth order di&eren-
tial operator L into Dn on suitable space of functions allows one to obtain the harmonic analysis
associated with L.
Remark 5.2. It is of interest to remark at the end of this work the analogies of the transmutation
operators introduced for di&erential operators of the same order and the projectors [n;0] used for L
and Ln.
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